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NEW QUESTION: 1
What do the Smart Metering Analytics, Water Conservation
Portal, Water Information Hub (WIH) and Non Revenue Water (NRW)
all have in common?
A. They are titles of books documenting Intelligent Water usage
to drive awareness and encourage adoption
B. They are special promotions being extended by water
management companies to help monitor water usage
C. They are Intelligent Water reusable assets available through
the Industry Solutions Asset Library
D. They are information on premise solutions for Intelligent
Water
Answer: C
Explanation:
* WIH
The WIH provides us with two main technological capabilities.
The first is the ability to bring together water related data
from many different sources and present a single view of the
water network. The second is a more advanced concept that
allows us to add advance analytics, such as leak detection to
this view and enhances our overall understanding of the water
network.

NEW QUESTION: 2

A. Option D
B. Option A
C. Option C
D. Option B
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
Here, we see from the running configuration of R5 that OSPF
authentication has been configured on the link to R4:
However, this has not been done on the link to R5 on R4:

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have a slow Map Reduce job.
You need to optimize the job to control the number of mapper
and runner tasks.
Which function should you use?
A. rxExec
B. RxHadoopMR
C. RxLocalParallel
D. RxComputeContext
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
MySQL - user data, inventory, static data
* Redis - metadata, social graph, caching
* Application servers:
Tomcat - Java micro-services
* Nginx - static content
* Apache Beam - Batch processing
* Storage appliances:
iSCSI for VM hosts
* Fiber channel SAN - MySQL databases
* NAS - image storage, logs, backups
* Apache Hadoop/Spark servers:
Data analysis
* Real-time trending calculations
* MQ servers:
Messaging
* Social notifications
* Events
* Miscellaneous servers:
Jenkins, monitoring, bastion hosts, security scanners
* Business Requirements
* Build a reliable and reproducible environment with scaled
parity of production. Improve security by defining and adhering
to a set of security and Identity and Access Management (IAM)
best practices for cloud.
A. Option A
B. Option D
C. Option C
D. Option B
Answer: A
Explanation:
References:
https://cloud.google.com/storage/docs/storage-classes
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